The small slope approximation (SSA) of Voronovich [Soy. Phys. JETP 62, 65-70 (1985)] is a promising method for application to scattering from many natural surfaces. The theory gives a systematic expansion that can be interpreted as a series in generalized surface slope. The SSA series for the T matrix satisfies the appropriate reciprocity condition at each order and reduces to the standard perturbation series for small surface roughness. In this paper we examine in detail the derivation of the SSA for surfaces subject to the Dirichlet (zero field) boundary condition. A number of points are discussed, including the requirements for determining the series terms. In addition, questions have been raised recently about the SSA: It has been argued that (1) an assumption in the derivation contradicts the exact formulation of the problem and (2) there is an arbitrariness in determining the series terms. These two points are refuted and the assumptions needed to determine the series terms unambiguously are clarified. The meaning of slope orders in the SSA series expansion are examined and the concept of generalized slope is discussed. A future companion paper (Part II. Numerical studies) will present an investigation of the accuracy of the SSA through comparison with exact results.
INTRODUCTION
In the problem of wave scattering from rough surfaces, the well-known Kirchhoff and small perturbation approximations are often used. For surfaces that are rough on scales both large and small relative to the radiation wavelength, common for natural rough surfaces, these two classical approximations have been combined to form composite roughness models (Kur'yanov, 1963; McDaniel and Gorman, 1983) . Although these models have been reasonably useful, they have their limitations. Results depend, at least weakly, on the way in which the rough surface is partitioned into large and small scales of roughness, which is one manifestation of the essentially ad hoc nature of the method. In addition, composite roughness models are inaccurate for lowgrazing angle scattering (Thorsos, 1990 ). Thus there is continued interest in developing a scattering theory that reduces to both the classical approximations when they are accurate, eliminating the need for the composite roughness approach. One early attempt is the full wave method of Bahar (Bahar and Rajan, 1979; Coilin, 1992) ; however, the newer versions of Bahar's theory have been shown to have certain difficulties (Thorsos and Winebrenner, 1991; Collin, 1994) . More recently, several new methods have been proposed based on a unified approach that spans both the Kirchhoff approximation and the small perturbation regimes. Included among these are the small slope approximation (Voronovich, 1985) , the phase perturbation technique (Winebrenner and Ishimaru, 1985a), the operator expansion method (Milder, 1990 ), the Dashen-Wurmser approximation (Dashen and Wurmser, 1991a), the unified perturbation method (Rodriguez and Kim, 1992; Rodriguez et al., 1992), the quasislope approximation (Tatarskii, 1993), and an alternate small slope approximation originally developed by Urusovskii (McDaniel, 1994) . All these methods attempt to exploit the assumed smallness of the surface slope without restricting the rms surface height-towavelength ratio. This paper, together with a future companion paper , examines in detail the small slope approximation of Voronovich, which we refer to simply as the small slope approximation (SSA). Our examination is specialized to the Dirichlet boundary condition.
The small slope approximation has several desirable aspects: It is formulated as a systematic series so that improved accuracy can be achieved by retaining more terms in the series for the T matrix, although it is probably only practical to keep the first two terms. Reduction to perturbation theory is inherent in the derivation, and reduction to the Kirchhoff approximation occurs under appropriate conditions when the T matrix is found to second order in slope. The theory is manifestly reciprocal at each order and, at low orders, is sufficiently tractable for the formally averaged second moment of the scattered field to be computed to obtain the scattering cross section. In contrast, the phase perturbation, unified perturbation, and quasislope approximations are nonreciprocal. [Very recently a reciprocal phase perturbation technique has been developed by Fitzgerald and Maradudin (1994) (1985) . However, for clarification, the original derivation is expanded in Sec. I, and some refinements are made. Since our numerical studies are for 1-D surfaces (the 2-D scattering problem), we restrict our derivation to this case, but there is no difficulty extending it to 2-D surfaces. In Sec. II we consider the concept of a slope expansion in more detail. The SSA series is more general than a simple expansion in powers of slope since higher-order surface derivatives play a role. We, therefore, refer to the SSA as an expansion in generalized slope. We attempt to give some insight into the concept of generalized slope and, in this context, consider the reduction of the SSA to the Kirchhoff approximation at high frequencies.
I. THE SMALL SLOPE APPROXIMATION
The scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 1 
and where, from (3), ks•(k• ,kix ) must also be reciprocal. Tatarskii (1993) argues that the reciprocity assumption given by (6) is invalid because (5) with (6) appears to conflict with the exact form given by (2). Note that the surface field in (2) depends on kix and cannot depend on ks: ,; thus, the integrand in (2) 
where v=ki-ks=(Vx,-l•z) so that vx=kix-ksx and Vz= gi•+ ks•. The T matrix given by (7) is exact and equal to that given by (2), although the two integrands have different symmetry properties under a reciprocity transformation.
From (7) 
which is in the form of (5). Note that ß is defined differently from the corresponding quantity used by Voronovich; denoting the latter by cI) v (specialized to 1-D surfaces)
This relation also applies to the cI),, defined below.
A. The small slope expansion and basic properties
The function cI)(k• ,kix ,x) clearly depends on the surface profile f(x). To develop the small slope approximation, this dependence is expressed as a functional of F(K), the Fourier transform of f(x), e(Ic)= ctx e iKf(x) 
Since the entire dependence of qb on f(x) occurs through the functional dependence on F(K), the qb• in (13) do not depend on the surface profile. Also, because tI) is reciprocal, it is natural to expect that the qb• can be found in reciprocal form. That this is true can be seen explicitly following Berman and Dacol (1990). In (9), we replace dp by
which clearly is valid because of the form of the left-hand side of (9). Each of these factors is then written as a func- 
T(ksx,kix)-* T(•)(ksx,kix)=ei•xaXT(ksx,kix). (17)
Equation ( 
and, thus the first normal derivative in (7) 
T(ksx ,kix)-• T(2)(ksx ,kix) =e-iv•hT(ksx ,kix). (20)
Note that the exponential factor in (10) gives the exponential factors in (17) and ( 
To show this is true, consider the vertical displacement, Eq. (19), for which, using (12),
The term in (23) 
where the symmetry property of qb 2 has been used. Taking the inverse Fourier transform of (26) 
Thus each factor of form KF(K) obtained using (29) in (23) is given by a Fourier transform of the surface slope, but because the •,, depend on K l ,...,K,, the expansion is not just in powers of slope. We consider it to be an expansion in "generalized slope," but for simplicity and consistency with usage in the literature we simply refer to it as a slope expansion. In Sec. II we examine the meaning of generalized slope in more detail. With (23) in (10) it seems logical to identify the (D0 term to be of zeroth order in slope, the term containing (D 1 to be of first order in slope, and so on. However, as indicated by Voronovich and discussed in detail later, the' (D,, can be determined in such a way that the term containing (D0 is of first order in slope, the term containing (Dl is of second order in slope, and so on. In the development that follows we will anticipate this result and refer to the lowest-order term in the small slope series as the first-order term and so forth.
B. Solutions for the •n
The method proposed by Voronovich to find the (D,, is to develop a small height perturbation expansion of (10) 
2rid order: tci•V•o f dKi F(Ki)F(k•-ki•-Ki) dKi F(Ki)F(k•-ki•-Ki)•i(Ki). (41)
The corresponding terms in the standard perturbation series for the T matrix are given for 1-D surfaces by Thorsos and Jackson (1989). For our geometry they become 
but is otherwise arbitrary. Similar arbitrary antisymmetric functions exist at higher orders. In (49) and (50), the dependence of A1 on kir and k• has been suppressed. The small slope approximation developed by Voronovich is found by setting to zero all arbitrary functions that cannot be determined by requiring agreement between the SSA and perturbation theory for small kh; thus dp 1A =A l= 0 and similarly for higher orders. The possibility exists that further conditions, in addition to agreement with perturbation theory, could be exploited to determine these arbitrary functions. For Voronovich's SSA we finally obtain We now can see that T o contains all SSA contributions up to first order in slope since including terms beyond T O in the small slope series brings in no terms that are first order. A similar analysis applies at higher orders with the result that T n includes all contributions in the SSA series up to the (n + 1)st order in surface slope.
Next we consider the reduction of the SSA series to the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and discuss this in terms of slope order. The KA is known to be very accurate when a rough surface is smooth on the scale of a wavelength, assuming also that the surface slope is small and the low grazing region is avoided. (In what follows, these latter two conditions will be assumed throughout.) If for simplicity we specialize to the case of a single-scale surface, such as given by a Gaussian surface roughness spectrum, then we can expect the KA to become accurate for general bistatic scattering as the wave number k becomes large--that is, as the frequency 
where the G,• represent the contributions that are retained to nth order in slope. We find
• k2 the KA. On the other hand, the term in f"(x), for which differences exist between the SSA and the KA, is of first order in Ilk. Thus, at sufficiently high frequencies, this difference can be neglected. However, the structure of the coefficient of the f'(x) term in (64) shows that for low grazing angles, higher k will be required before this term can be neglected. This means that the reduction of the SSA to the KA requires higher frequencies at lower grazing angles, but for angles near grazing the KA is known to be inaccurate. We will show in the companion paper that the delay in reduction III. SUMMARY
We have presented a detailed derivation of the small slope approximation for rough surface scattering originally proposed by Voronovich (1985) . This approximation takes the form of a systematic series which can be interpreted as a series in generalized surface slope. The small slope series for the T matfix is invariant to the appropriate reciprocity transformation, Eq. (3), at each order and reduces to the standard perturbation series for small values of kh.
Our discussion in Sec. I shows that the issues raised by Tatarskii (1993) do not compromise the underlying basis of the SSA. The form of (5) with tI) assumed reciprocal is not in conflict with exact formulations. Also, with the assumptions listed in Sec. I B, a set procedure exists for finding the series functions tI),, unambiguously.
Our results for the first-and second-order SSA T matrices, T o and T•, are consistent with expressions given by Voronovich (1985) . We also give results for T 2 in Appendix B. In Sec. II we examine the concept of slope order in detail and give a more precise definition of the generalized slope that enters into the SSA. The generalized slope order is then illustrated explicitly in terms of an approximate coordinate space representation of the SSA To+ T•. We also discuss the reduction of the SSA series to the Kirchhoff approximation at high frequencies in terms of slope order.
In this paper we presented only the T matrix series for the SSA. In a forthcoming companion paper (Broschat and expressions and numerical results for the SSA scattering cross section series are given. Also, a detailed investigation of the accuracy of the SSA through comparison with exact results is presented.
